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Abstract: The growth of field crops needs appropriate soil nutrients. As a basic fertilizer, liquid
manure provides biological nutrients for crop growth and increases the content of organic matter
in crops. However, improper spraying not only reduces soil fertility but also destroys soil structure.
Therefore, the precise control of the amount of liquid manure is of great significance for agricultural
production and weight loss. In this study, we first built the model of spraying control, then optimized
the BP neural network algorithm through a genetic algorithm. The stability and efficiency of the
optimized controller were compared with PID, fuzzy PID and BPNN-PID control. The simulation
results show that the optimized algorithm has the shortest response time and lowest relative error.
Finally, platform experiments were designed to verify the four control algorithms at four different
vehicle speeds. The results show that, compared with other control algorithms, the control algorithm
described here has good stability, short response time, small overshoot, and can achieve an accurate
fertilizer application effect, providing an optimization scheme for research on the precise application
of liquid manure.

Keywords: precision agriculture; fertile field machinery; flow control; application of liquid manure;
GA-BPNN-PID control

1. Introduction

The spraying of liquid manure is an important direction in precision agriculture
research. This technology can address the issues of high labor intensity, low efficiency of
throwing liquid organic manure, and uneven artificial fertilization [1–3]. Liquid manure
contains a large amount of soluble nutrients and a variety of bioactive substances, such as
amino acids and trace elements. The reasonable application of liquid manure can promote
plant growth, increase yield, reduce fertilizer cost, raise soil organic matter content, and
add soil chemical and physical latent capacity. Studies have shown that precision spraying
technology can increase crop yield by 8–19% on average, reduce fertilizer application by
approximately 30%, and improve soil quality [4–6]. At present, although the amount of
liquid manure used is increasing annually worldwide, crop yields have not increased
correspondingly. An analysis of liquid manure application indicates that the main reason
for this is the large difference in the amount of liquid manure application per mu of land.
Especially at the edge of the plot, the excessive application of liquid manure on some
plots and the insufficient application of liquid manure on others due to manual control of
fertilizer application or changes in vehicle speed directly affects the normal growth of crops
in subsequent periods. In addition, excessive fertilization damages the soil structure and
affects the growth environment and survival rate of crops. Hence, to increase the utilization
coefficient of liquid manure and ensure the normal use of land resources, a more accurate
and reasonable liquid manure spreading control technology should be adopted.

The main component of liquid manure is biogas slurry, which can be used to spread the
base fertilizer in the field. Generally, the amount of basic fertilizer per hectare is 55 L. When
biogas slurry is used as a basic fertilizer in the field, its dosage should be strictly controlled
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to prevent ammonia poisoning. Therefore, the precise application of liquid manure is
fundamental and represents an important field of research within precision agriculture for
the rapid and accurate adjustment of the amount of liquid manure fertilizer applied, as well
as to maintain the set requirements. Research on precision fertilization mainly involves
the optimization of algorithms and the establishment of a fertilization system model. At
present, research on the control modeling of the fertilization process mainly includes
nonlinear and linear artificial intelligence models. Within nonlinear control optimization,
feedback linearization transformation control, adaptive regulation, and other methods are
commonly used. Since over the traditional PID (proportion, integral, derivative) control
method it is difficult to deal with complex nonlinear and hysteretic spraying control in the
fertilizer transportation process, there is a need to develop a more intelligent optimization
algorithm in order to precisely adjust and control the spraying process [7].

In the process of liquid manure spraying, most spraying controllers internally need
an experience PID control strategy. However, in the actual spraying course, the driving
speed and intelligent algorithm have a significant impact on the control system, leading to
problems, including time variation and the hysteresis of the controlled object of the system,
that cannot be solved. In this context, the traditional PID control algorithm is usually
ineffective for variable spraying. A previous study [8] used the fuzzy neural network PID
control of particle swarm optimization to adjust the fertilization system and found that
the control algorithm had a small overshoot, excellent constancy, and a short rise time,
which can bring about the aim of a good fertilization system. In another study [9], the
authors proposed a fuzzy PID control method according to a genetic algorithm to address
the problem of a long response time in the control process of an electric proportional
valve. Their experimental verification identified the control method as superior to the
traditional PID operating system together with the fuzzy PID control system. Another
study [10] used traditional PID control to adjust the deviation and deviation rate of the
PH value in fertilizer, and found that the cognoscenti PID control exhibited fine control
behavior. Chang, C. et al. [11] aimed at the problem of pressure fluctuation caused by
high-frequency opening and closing of valves during liquid fertilizer point application; they
designed a high-frequency intermittent fertilizer supply system to optimize the system, and
the parameters of the PID algorithm were adjusted using the critical proportion method.
The system had certain stability. Li, T. et al. [12] put forward a way to precisely fertilize
maize in view of the wavelet BP neural network algorithm to compute the non-linear
matter of fertilization, which improved the accuracy of the optimal fertilization amount. In
another study [13], the nonlinear model of the elastic BP neural network along with mixture
gray wolf optimization was used for predictive control. The corresponding simulation
dispatch demonstrated that the controller was capable of effectively diminishing the jam
due to nonlinearity and exhibited a good performance. Xiuyun et al. [14] designed a
variable-rate deep application system for liquid fertilizer based on ZigBee. ZigBee was
used for networking and realizing short-distance wireless communication between upper
and lower computers and achieved accurate fertilization by controlling the frequency of the
variable-frequency pump. The control system was optimized using the incremental integral
derivative algorithm, and the control effect was good. A previous study [15] proposed a
simplified and linearized deep construction model based on theoretical considerations using
frequency domain identification technology estimation. According to the dynamic changes
of the system in the process of fertilization, the worst case of stability of the depth control
system was found, and the parameters of the fertilization model were determined to achieve
shallow and deep fertilization. Guangkun [16] designed a variable-rate fertilizer injection
operating system for fluidity fertilizer that optimized the operating system by using a PID
algorithm. With the wheeled-point fertilizer injector as the carrier, the authors achieved
a good variable-rate fertilizer application effect. However, owing to the simple control
algorithm, the control of the flow and pressure continued to have a large optimization
space. Accordingly, in studies on the variable-rate spraying process control system of
liquid manure, there are many control methods for valves and variable-frequency pumps,
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with most research methods optimizing the control of valves with PWM or using a PID
algorithm. The fuzzy control and neural network control algorithms were studied based
on PID control. In a traction-type liquid manure fertilizer applicator [10] with slow current
velocity monitoring retroaction, the calculation of liquid fertilizer concentration, together
with the reaction time of the solenoid valve to modify the opening of valve in line with
the need, were discovered as significant elements to consider in the alternating-quantity
spread manure control system [12,17,18].

With this kind of situation of automatically spread manure, the aim of this study is
improve the accuracy of the amount of liquid manure in the process of spraying, as follows:
(i) optimize the parameters of the spraying process; (ii) apply the BPNN–PID algorithm
for optimizing dominant weight parameters; (iii) simulate and check the conventional PID
dominants and BPNN–PID dominants, as well as BPNN–PID dominants optimized using
a genetic algorithm on the MATLAB/Simulink plate; (iv) evidence the practicability as
well as stability of the recommended algorithm. The outcome identified that the optimized
dominate algorithm had fewer errors and shorter system response time than before.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the first part of this study, the
control process of liquid manure spraying is analyzed and a transfer function model is
established. The second part constructs the classical PID pilot together with the BPNN–PID
pilot and optimizes the BPNN–PID using the genetic algorithm. First, the control signal is
received and collected. After that, the BPNN system is built, as well as a genetic algorithm
is used to multilayer the neural network. The third part contrasts the pilot impression of
three pilot methods by way of software simulation along with test checking, as well as,
lastly, achieving the experimental fruit of the liquid manure spraying control system based
on the present investigation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Working Principle of Liquid Manure Spreader

The liquid manure spreader used in this study was towed using a tractor, and the
liquid manure was spread to the field ground through 12 spray pipes. The operating
breadth of the fluidity manure spout pipe was 6 m and the driving velocity of the tractor
used for towing varied from 1 to 2.5 m/s. An important part of the system for controlling
the change in liquid manure flow was the electric proportional valve, which was installed
at the front end of the fertilizer distributor. The distributor used in this study was a
mass-production product with a uniform distribution. We did not need to consider its
distribution uniformity and blockage but instead only needed to consider the open–shut
sizes of the electric proportional gate controlled via computer to achieve accurate control of
the liquid manure distribution. Based on the requirements for the accurate application of
liquid manure, the principle of system flow control was based on the demand for liquid
manure in the field. Turning on the solenoid valve was transformed by vehicle speed.
The application amount was monitored using a fluid meter. Then, the data were coupled
back to the regulator. The control formed a closed–cycle coupled-back uniform machine
by analyzing and comparing the actual time runoff, the magnitude of fertilizer called for
by the current plot, and the current vehicle speed, achieving an accurate control of the
current plot spraying amount. The response accuracy and stability of the closed–cycle
coupled-back uniformity machinery were the main influences of the exact fluidity manure
spray control system in this study.

2.2. Equipment System Components

The formation of the manure spreading command equipment is exhibited in Figure 1.
During fertilization, the chief command pattern, with the host computer as the main control
unit, was used to control the open–shut the solenoid valve (Proportional solenoid valve,
Shanghai Kaiweixi Co., Shanghai, China). An angular speed sensor (Analog output, Beijing
Tianyuhengchuang Co., Beijing, China) was used to collect the wheel speed and convert it
into the vehicle driving speed. The instantaneous flow rate of liquid manure was collected
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through the flowmeter as input data. The controller output the current signal to the solenoid
valve after algorithm conversion. The solenoid valve was used to control valve opening,
and the output of the system was the liquid manure flow. Then, the real–time data collected
with the fluid meter were coupled back to the regulator, through which the closed–loop
negative feedback control was realized.

Figure 1. Structure diagram of fertilizer throwing control device: 1: tractor; 2: angular speed sensor;
3: pump; 4: liquid manure storage tank; 5: electric proportional valve; 6: flow meter; 7: liquid level
meter; 8: monitoring and control by computer; 9: distributor; 10: sprinkler pipe.

2.3. Control System Model Construction

The operation of the main liquid manure spraying system decreased the response
time of the operating system. This established the liquid manure spraying operating
system transfer function. The liquid manure spreading input operating channel model was
collected in real-time using an angular velocity sensor. The controller output the current
signal to the solenoid valve after conversion. A solenoid valve was used to control valve
opening. The final output of the system was the instantaneous current speed of liquid
manure. Current speed was coupled back to the control system through the flowmeter
in the flow chart of the operate channel, as exhibited in Figure 2. Finally, control via the
inverse back-coupling closed cycle was conducted through the control system.

Figure 2. Control system diagram of liquid manure spreading.

In the light of input/output relationships in the operating system flow chart, the
system input/output relationships are presented (Equation (1)):

V = f (q, v) = q·10−4·w·v (1)
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where V (L/min) is liquid manure volume exportation from the precision spray operating
channel, F (q, v) is the transversion function, vehicle running speed is v(m/s), Q is the
target fertilization amount input into the system according to the amount of liquid fertilizer
used in corn fields in Tai’an, Shandong Province (q was set as 55 L/hm2), and W (m) is the
width of fertilization. According to the vehicle conditions in this study, w = 6 m.

According to the liquid manure spraying operating channel in Figure 2, the sys-
tem’s input feedback data were from the instantaneous discharge registration through the
flowmeter. The current signal was the control system signal exported through the retroac-
tion passageway. The control system switched signals and compared them with the target
fertilizer amount and vehicle speed input to implement the inverse back-coupling control.

Thus, the control model feedback link use indicates Equation (2):

H(s) =
v(s)
V(s)

=
700

s·5·w ·e
−τs (2)

where t (s) is the delay time of preference transmission in the feedback link. The transfer
function aleatory variable after the Laplace transform is S, and the transfer function inverse
back-coupling chain is H.

The discharge monitoring of the operating channel via flowmeter in this study was
real-time online. The retroaction latency of link time could be left out in the light of the
actual hardware situation.

In the light of actual demand for a liquid manure precise spraying operating channel,
the solenoid valve was our major control aim. We chose a Shanghai Kaiweixi Co. VB7200
solenoid valve. Figure 3 shows the signal control chart.

Figure 3. Signal control chart of solenoid valve.

In Figure 3, propel module input/output signals were electricity semaphores. Transfer
function was a ratio and delay segment. The relationship was as follows (Equation (3)):

G1(s) =
Iout

Iin
= ks·eτs (3)

where ks is the magnify quotient of the translator. Iin as well as Iout are current signal
input/output with the propel module, respectively, and G1(s) is the propel module’s
transfer function.

Drive module current signal transmission delay (τ) was set to τ < 0.02 s. Therefore,
τ was left out in the system, such that the propel module’s transfer function indicated a
proportional sector [19].

The solenoid valve had a DC motor. The electricity signal was the dominant input
signal. The angle of the electrical machinery’s axle was the output. The DC motor’s electro-
circuit of semaphore control included an armature loop balance and induction of the rotor,
as well as the balance of the axle couples of electrical system. Equation (4) demonstrates
the balance equation: 

ia(t)− E = Ra·u(t) + du(t)
dt La

E = ωn·kep =
.
θn·kep

u(t)·kT −M1 =
.

ωn·Jn =
..
θn Jn

(4)

Time (s) is expressed as t. Entering electricity in the DC motor is ia(t)(mA). The motor’s
electromotance is expressed by E (V). The armature voltage is expressed by u(t) (V). Total
armature resistance is expressed by Ra (Ω). The armature’s inductance is expressed by
La(H). k ep is the back electromotive force coefficient. The angle of electrical machinery’s
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axle is expressed by θ n (◦). The motor torque coefficient is displayed as KT . Motor load
torque is displayed as M1 (N· · ·m, M 1 = f ·

..
θn, where f is the friction coefficient). The

rotational inertia of the rotor’s moment of inertia is expressed by Jn (kg· · ·m2). Finally,
angular speed of the motor rotor is displayed as ω n (rad/s).

The DC motor transfer function in the solenoid valve was obtained by transforming
Equation (4) using a Laplace transformation, as shown in Equation (5):

G2(s) = θn(s)
Iα(s)

= kT
kepkTs+Rα(Jn+ f )s2+Lα(Jn+ f )s3

= 0.51
2.2×10−3·s+5.8×10−5·s2+8.7×10−5·s3

(5)

where θn(s) is the angle of the electrical machinery’s axle with the Laplace transform
function. Iα(s) is the Laplace transform function of the motor input current, and G2(s) is
the motor’s transfer function. We can see Table 1 for simulation parameters [9].

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

KT k ep Ra Jn f Lα

0.51 4.32 × 10−3 1.02 × 10−4 0.27 0.3 1.527 × 10−4

The gear set was the main component of the reducer. The displacement output of
the valve element was the axis speed of DC motor after deceleration. The valve element
displacement, 0–18 mm, is expressed as X. The valve’s opening was translocation of the
valve element.

The transmission relevance of decelerator input/output is expressed as the reduction
ratio, which adopts the proportional dominant mode. The transfer function is expressed as
follows (Equation (6)):

G3(s) =
X(s)
θn(s)

=
Y

2πp
= 8.19× 10−6 (6)

where the decelerator gear ratio is displayed as p. The lead of the drive rod is expressed
with Y (mm). The spool traversed by the Laplace function is expressed by X(s). The
reducer transfer function is demonstrated with G3(s).

During this research, the flow and opening of the solenoid valve were linear under the
same-pressure operating mode. Therefore, Equation (7) shows the relevance within flow
and opening:

G4(s) =
V(s)
X(s)

(7)

The flow as well as the valve opening’s transfer function is G4(s).
In Figure 3, the plant of the front path is guided by the solenoid valve. Equation (8)

shows its transfer function:

G(s) =
V(s)
Iα(s)

= G1(s)·G2(s)·G3(s)·G4(s) (8)

where the transfer function of solenoid valve is defined by G(s).
As can be seen from the control model as well as the functions of each control activity,

in this research, Equation (9) is the closed–cycle retroaction control transfer function of the
precision broadcast application control system:

Gz(s) =
G(s)

H(s)G(s) + 1
=

4.17
64.3s + 16.9s2 + 25.4s3 + 2.92

(9)

The liquid manure spreading system’s dominant transfer function is Gz(s).
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2.4. PID Control Method

The PID control systematic is a classic control systematic. Figure 4 shows its operating
system picture. The difference between the actual output signal of the controlled object and
the given signal and tracking is the primary PID control method. The control rate (u) of
the proportional (P), integral (I), and differential (D) systems was used as the main index
for the analysis of the performance of liquid manure spraying. When the flowmeter feeds
back the actual flow to the PID controller, the PID controller first reflects the difference
between the actual flow and the demand flow in proportion. The output u (t) is directly
proportional to the input deviation e (t), which can quickly reflect the deviation and thus
reduce the deviation. Then, the function of the differential link can reflect the change trend
(change rate) of the deviation signal, and can introduce an effective early correction signal
into the system before the value of the deviation signal becomes too large, in order to speed
up the action speed of the system and reduce the adjustment time. Finally, the integration
link is used to eliminate the static error and improve the error-free degree of the system.
The setting parameters of PID are provided by experience, through which the opening of
the electromagnetic proportional regulating valve can be adjusted quickly. Through the
feedback value of the flowmeter, the opening of the electromagnetic proportional valve
is continuously adjusted to realize the PID control of liquid manure spraying. However,
owing to the influence of nonlinearity and time delay in the process of liquid manure
spreading, the precision of utilizing the classical PID dominant method to adjust liquid ma-
nure spreading is poor. Tracking variations in the application amount cannot be performed
well with liquid manure spreading [20].

Figure 4. PID dominant method block diagram.

2.5. Devise of BPNN–PID Controller

In this study, a BPNN–PID controller was designed according to the control require-
ments of an alternating–quantity scatter fertility control system for liquid manure. Figure 5
exhibits a flow chart of BPNN–PID control system.
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Figure 5. BPNN–PID dominant system flow chart.

The BPNN is a three–layer front-feed network. It includes three layers of network
structure: the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The quantities of panel points
in the import and export layers are decided by the dimensions of the input and output
vectors, respectively. The concealed layer has a significant role in the ability as well as the
composition of the system [21].

The BPNN–PID regulator was applied with three layers to define neurons with propor-
tional, integral, and differential functions to integrate the regulation of PID control into the
network. Through a teacher-free learning mode and online self-learning, adjustment could
be carried out according to the control effect to ensure that the system performed well.

The first layer was the input layer, wherein the input was the preset fertilizer demand.
The hidden layer was the second layer, wherein the entry was as follows (Equation (10)):

net2
i (k) =

3
∑

j=1
N(1)

j (k)·θ(2)ij

N(2)
j (k) = f

[
net(2)i (k)

]
(i = 1, 2, . . . , 9)

(10)

where θij is the hidden layer weight divisor. f [·] is the activation function in the hidden
layer. The output layer was selected as third layer, with the following input and output:
f (x) = tanr(x).

The output layer was the last layer, and the input and output can be seen from
Equation (11): 

net(3)cj (k) =
9
∑

i=1
θ
(3)
ci N(2)

i (k)

N(3)
c (k) = h

[
net(3)c (k)

]
(c = 1, 2, 3)

N(3)
1 (k) = kp

N(3)
2 (k) = ki

N(3)
3 (k) = kd

(11)

Among θ
(3)
ci , Li is the weight factor of the export layer. F[·] is the activation function of

the output layer, wherein h(x) = i(x)/(i− x + ix) was selected.
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After the BPNN–PID control outputs, KP, KI, and KD were determined; these were
substituted for the bulking PID expression and calculated. Substitute PID control was used
to memorize and maintain the system condition during above moments to minimize the
impact of possible errors. Therefore, the optimal control signal was obtained by using
incremental PID, as follows (Equation (12)):

Mu(k) = KIe(k) + KP[e(k)− e(k− 1)]
+KD[e(k)− 2e(k− 1) + e(k− 2)]
u(k) = u(k− 1) + Mu

(12)

where Mu(k) is the pilot signal spike, time is K, the scale factor is Kp, the integration factor
is KI , and the differentiation factor is KD.

2.6. Neural Network PID Control Algorithm Optimized by Genetic Algorithm

The study procedure of the BPNN mainly involves constantly adjusting the weight
arguments of every network layer, followed by use of the weight ratio to count the optimum
dominant arguments. Hence, the BPNN must study and constantly renew the weighting
ratio array of every network layer.

2.6.1. Updating BPNN Weight Factor

In light of the BPNN study method, we delimit the target cost function L:

L =
1
2

e2(k) =
1
2
[d(k)−O(k)]2 (13)

When the target cost function L was determined, a search was performed in the
direction of the negative gradient. The objective was to minimize the target function L and
add an inertial term to accelerate seek convergence to the global minima, as below:

∆θ
(3)
cj (k + 1) = β∆θ

(3)
cj (k)− η

∂u(k)

∂θ
(3)
cj

(14)

where θ is the study rate and β is the ratio of inertia.
Thus, it was further concluded that the modified formula for the weight factor of the

export layer of BPNN is:
∆θ

(3)
cj (k + 1) = β∆θ

(3)
cj (k) + ηγ

(3)
c D(2)

i (k)

γ
(3)
c = ∂u(k)

∂D(3)
i (k)
· f ′
[
net(3)i (k)·e(k + 1)sgn

(
∂o(k+1)

∂u

)]
(c = 1, 2, 3)

(15)

According to over–calculation, the right formula for the hidden layer weight ratio was
obtained as below: 

∆θ
(2)
ij (k + 1) = β∆θ

(2)
ij (k) + ηγ

(2)
i D(1)

j (k)

γ
(2)
i =

3
∑

c=1
γ
(3)
c θ

(3)
ci (k)·g′

[
net(2)i (k)

]
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 9)

(16)

where we set:
f0(x) = f (x)[1− f (x)]; f0(x) = 1− f2(x)/2 (17)

Therefore, the BPNN–PID control may be summarized as below: setting initialization
of the three–layer system of BPNN arguments, together with inertia factor and study rate;
using a BPNN control to process obtained error value; inputting the determined liquid
fertilizer flow into the algorithm; and, after that, calculating the input/output of every
layer via BPNN. Calculation of the three–layer arguments kp, ki, as well as kd of the PID
control was performed using Expression (10). The export control signal is denoted by q (k).
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The systematic sustained renewal of q (k) along with the weight ratio of network on basis
of the renew error value. A schematic of the control strategy is displayed in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Control schematic diagram of BPNN–PID regulator.

2.6.2. BPNN–PID Algorithm Is Optimized using Genetic Algorithm
Recommending the Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm screens individuals based on the chosen adaptation function
combined with choice, intersection, and variation within the genetic process, retains those
with good fitness value and eliminates those with inadaptable ones. The recent generation
inherits information from the former generation and is better than the former generation.
This loop was duplicated until the situation was met.

Optimizing BPNN Algorithm by Improving Genetic Algorithm

GA–BPNN–PID uses the genetic algorithm to optimize the weight and threshold of
BPNN so that the optimized BPNN can better realize the function output. Although the
GA–BPNN–PID control method is larger than the traditional method, the optimized BPNN
weight and threshold can provide better control effect for the liquid manure spraying
control algorithm. Both simulation and platform tests have verified that the algorithm
has small overshoot, good stability, short rise time, and can better achieve the effect of
precise spraying.

In this study, optimizing the BPNN has three parts: determination of the BPNN com-
position, optimization via genetic algorithm, then prediction by BPNN. The corresponding
processes are illustrated in Figure 7. The structure of BPNN was determined according
to the input and output parameters. In this study, the input was vehicle speed and the
outputs were Kp, Ki, Kd. According to the above input and output data, we set the BPNN
structure as 1-6-3, that is, the input layer had 1 node, the hidden layer had 6 nodes, and
the output layer had 3 nodes, with a total of 19 weights and 9 thresholds. Therefore, the
individual coding length of the genetic algorithm was 28. The BPNN prediction used a
genetic algorithm to obtain the initial weight and threshold assignment of the optimal
individual to the network. Finally, the prediction function was output after training. The
GA–BPNN–PID structure diagram is shown in Figure 8.

The essential factors of BPNN optimized using genetic algorithm t included the initial
population, fitness function, select action, crossover operator, and revisited mutations.

The genetic algorithm majorization main theory of the BPNN–PID dominant algorithm
involved optimizing the initial value as well as the threshold of BPNN using a genetic algo-
rithm, such that BPNN optimization could better forecast function export. Simultaneously,
genetic algorithm optimization of the BPNN input state was used to reduce the network
output and was insensitive to the system import, which was likely lag. The corresponding
stages were as below:
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Figure 7. Flow chart of GA–BPNN.

Figure 8. GA–BPNN–PID structure diagram.
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(1) Population initialization performed personality coding according to the actual amount
or number coding. Every personality was the actual amount or number bunch. It
was composed of four sections: link weight of import layer as well as hidden layer,
the hidden layer threshold value, the link weight of the hidden layer and the export
layer, and export layer threshold. When solving continuous optimization problems,
the commonly used binary coding methods have a long code string, and the encoding
and decoding operations take up more time. Therefore, this study did not use binary
encoding and decoding. During this optimization, we used real numbers for coding.
The real number used was the vehicle speed. The optimized algorithm could overcome
the uncertainty of the continuous optimization process and improve the response
time and accuracy of the optimized algorithm.

(2) An individual obtained an initial weight value and threshold value in the BPNN.
The output of the forecast machinery was predicted after training the BPNN on the
training data. The absolute value of the error among the forecast export and expected
output, as well as E, was compared with the personality fitness price Y. The count
formula is as follows (Equation (18)):

Y = k

[
n

∑
i=1

abs(Oi − hi)

]
(18)

where n is the quantity of network export panel points, oi is the BPNN’s desired
export of the ith panel point, hi is the forecast export of the ith panel point, and k is
a ratio.

(3) The choice manipulation of a genetic algorithm is the choice policy according to the
fitness proportion. The choice percentage pi of every personality i was such that
(Equation (19)):

gi =
k

Gi
; pi =

gi

∑N
j=1 Gi

(19)

where Gi is the fitness price of personality i. Before individual selection, the reciprocal
of the fitness proportion was calculated. The factor is k, and N is the amount of the
personality in the population.

(4) In the light of optimizing the population initialization process, real number coding
was adopted according to the individual; therefore, a real number crossover valve
was adopted for the crossover operation. The overlapping operation of the k-th
chromosome bk as well as c-th chromosome bc at position j is as below (Equation (20)):

bkj = bijd + bkj(1− b); bcj = bkjd + bcj(1− d) (20)

where d is a stochastic digit among (0–1).
(5) In the mutation operation, the j-th gene bij of i-th personality was chosen with muta-

tion. The mutation operation method was as below (Equation (21)):

bij =

{
(bij − bmax)·G( f ) + bij r ≥ 0.5(

bmin − bij
)
·G( f ) + bij r < 0.5

(21)

where bmax is the top margin of gene bij, bmin is the bottom margin of gene bij;
g( f ) = r2(1− f / fmax), r2 is the stochastic digit, and f is the present iteration digit.
Fmax are the maximum evolution times, and r is stochastic digit among [0–1]. Its
control principle is exhibited in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. GA–BPNN–PID control schematic diagram.

2.7. Simulation Analysis of Spraying Control System
2.7.1. Modeling and Simulation of PID Control System

To achieve a control system model for liquid manure precise spraying, the classic
PID control simulation variable spraying control system model of liquid manure was built
using the Simulink simulation module in MATLAB software. The amplitude of import step
signal was disabled by two. PID controller arguments were adjusted. The waveform of the
system output was analyzed.

In the PID control simulation model, when t = 0, the import amplitude step signal was
2. Simulation time was disabled at 20 s. The KP, KI, and KD of PID control were set. Finally,
the oscilloscope output a waveform. The simulated waveforms are displayed in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Simulation waveform of PID control model.

As shown in Figure 9, the model response time was 8.6 s, the overshoot was 0.019, and
there was some oscillation before the system operation reached stability. Finally, KP = 42,
KI = 0.51, and KD = 0.01 were selected according to the empirical trial method.

2.7.2. Modeling and Simulation of PID Control System

The simulation model of the fuzzy PID control system was established in the simu-
lation module. The input signal was a saving signal of 2. The simulation process was as
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follows: input a step signal with amplitude of 2 at the time of t = 0, set the simulation
time as 60 s, input variables of fuzzy controller as fuzzed error e (k) and error change rate
ec (k). The fuzzy controller output the PID parameter compensation value after fuzzing
and optimized the initial parameters through the compensation value. Finally, the control
system simulation waveform was obtained [9]. The simulation waveform is shown in
Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that the response time of fuzzy PID control was 7.21 s, and the
overshoot was 0.035.

Figure 11. Simulation waveform of fuzzy PID control model.

2.7.3. Modeling and Simulation of BPNN–PID Control System

The simulation model of the BPNN–PID dominant system was established in the
Simulink simulation module, and the input signal was also a step signal with an amplitude
of 2. In the simulation process, the import amplitude step signal with an amplitude of 2 was
time t = 0. Simulation time was disabled at 20 s. The input variables of the fuzzy regulator
were the error e (k) and error rate of change ec (k) processed by the neural network, and
the BPNN-PID regulator output compensation values of PID parameters after calculating
KP, KI, and KD through BPNN. Initial parameters were optimized through compensation
values, and the control system simulation waveform was obtained.

The built BPNN–PID control system model is displayed in Figure 12, while its simula-
tion waveform is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. BPNN–PID control system model.
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Figure 13. Simulation waveform of BPNN–PID control model.

As shown in Figure 13, the reaction time of the BPNN–PID control was 6.97 s, the
overshoot was 0.03, and there was some oscillation before the system ran stably. Compared
with the classical PID control, the overshoot increased by 0.011, while the system response
time decreased by 1.63 s. Compared with the fuzzy PID control, the overshoot decreased
by 0.005, while the system response time decreased by 0.24 s.

2.7.4. Simulation Analysis of BPNN–PID Control System Optimized by Genetic Algorithm

A model-based alternating–quantity spraying dominant system of liquid manure
genetic algorithm was programmed using MATLAB to optimize BPNN–PID control.

The absolute error integral criterion was used to judge the performance index of each
generation of individuals optimized using the genetic algorithm. The optimization process
was ended when the population iteration reached the required performance index. If
the required index was not reached, the optimal individual in the last generation of the
population was considered as the result of the control model simulation analysis.

The control system input a step signal with amplitude of 2, and then output the
compensation values ∆KP, ∆KI, and ∆KD of the BPNN regulator corresponding to indi-
vidual chromosomes before randomly generating the initial population. The individual
chromosome in the population was optimized using the genetic algorithm operator, and
the population was iterated to the maximum genetic algebra.

The iterative optimization process of the best individual of genetic algorithm is exhib-
ited in Figure 14.

The optimized BPNN algorithm was imported into the PID controller, and the control
model was simulated. The simulation results are exhibited in Figure 15.

As shown in Figure 15, for BPNN–PID control in view of genetic algorithm optimiza-
tion, the response time of the system was 4.68 s and the overshoot was 0.027. After the
system ran stably, a small disturbance was observed. Compared with the classical PID
control, the overshoot increased by 0.008, while the response time was reduced by 3.92 s.
Compared with the fuzzy PID control, the overshoot increased by 0.008, while the response
time was reduced by 2.53 s. Compared with the BPNN–PID control, the overshoot was
reduced to 0.003 and the response time decreased by 2.29 s. To summarize, the genetic–
algorithm–optimized BPNN-PID control system had faster response, a smaller overshoot,
and a better overall control effect.
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Figure 14. Iteration results of optimal population of genetic algorithm.

Figure 15. GA–BPNN–PID control system simulation waveform.

3. Results
3.1. Test Materials and Platforms

The variable application test of liquid manure was conducted in November 2021 and
September 2022 at the test site of Tai’an Yimeite Co. Ltd. The test platform included a
self-priming jet pump, monitoring and control via computer, electric proportional valve,
flowmeter, distributor, and sprinkler pipe (Figure 16). The max lift of the self-priming jet
pump was 15 m, the maximum absorption was 10 m, and the maximum flow was 81 L/min.
The controller used the Siemens PLCS7–200 series, and the control software used the force
control configuration software. The maximum diameter of the solenoid valve core was 18
mm. The maximum flow under 0.15 MPa pressure was 100 L/min.
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Figure 16. Test platform. 1: pump; 2: monitoring and control via computer; 3: electric proportional
valve; 4: flow meter; 5: distributor; 6: sprinkler pipe.

The control object of the test was a proportional solenoid valve. The experiment
material was clean water without suspended solids. The measurement and verification
of the control accuracy of the flow rate of liquid manure distribution were carried out for
classical PID control, fuzzy PID control, BPNN–PID control, and GA–BPNN–PID control.

The solenoid valve and control system of the experiment platform were powered by
an onboard DC. The controller and actuator converted 48 V DC to 24 V DC by switching
the power supply before sending them to the dominant system. The experiment platform
was 1.8 m tall and 1.2 m broad.

3.2. Control Accuracy Analysis of Control System

In this study, the spreading accuracy of the control system was reflected by the flow
error, flow control stability, and valve group response time under the condition of vehicle
speed change. The open–shut processes of the solenoid valve were the main reasons for the
fertilizer flow error. A degree of error was observed in the liquid supply of the self-priming
jet pump, as well as the measurement of the flowmeter. Flowmeter error [22–24] was the
main error. The potential main causes for the flow error are as follows: (i) the influence
of sediment; (ii) the fluid contained many bubbles; (iii) the wave height being uneven
during the flow of the liquid to be measured. In addition, the ultrasonic flowmeter was also
possibly subject to external interference, such as the electromagnetic environment, which
affects system accuracy.

In this control system, the flow error of the liquid manure mainly originated from the
fluid. The absolute error of the fluid flow represents the difference between the reading
value of the flowmeter and the actual flow, and the flow proportional error is the ratio of
absolute error to actual flow.

Therefore, the flow error was calculated as follows (Equation (22)):{
∆0 =

∣∣Vi −Vj
∣∣

∆1 = ∆0
Vi
× 100%

(22)

where ∆0 (L/min) is the absolute error of the system flow, ∆1 (%) is the relative error of
the system flow, Vi (L/min) is the actual flow, and Vj (L/min) is the flow rate read by the
flowmeter.
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3.3. Experiment Results and Analysis
3.3.1. Control System Stability Experiment

The data measured by the ultrasonic flowmeter were transmitted to the upper com-
puter through 4–20 mA current, while the actual liquid fertilizer flow of spraying and
fertilization was measured using the test. We used the actual driving speed [25] of the
traction liquid fertilizer spreader in the field. In the test, the vehicle speed was set to 1, 1.5,
2.0, and 2.5 m/s in the control system, and the flow relevant to every vehicle speed group
was determined. Each flow group was measured 10 times, and the average value was taken
after removing the highest and lowest values. Using a spraying amount of 300 L/hm2, the
acknowledge fertilization quantities in the light of the above four different velocities were
determined to be 10.8, 16.2, 21.6, and 27 L/min, according to Equation (1).

The system output flow was measured at four vehicle speeds. Six measurements were
taken for each vehicle speed state. The duration of each measurement was 2 min. The
mean value of the six measurements was considered with measurement flow of the velocity.
Simultaneously, the absolute and proportional errors of every control system were noted.
The experiment outcomes are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Flow error of control system.

Speed
(m/s)

Calculated
Flow Rate

(L/min)

PID Fuzzy PID BPNN-PID GA-BPNN-PID

Actual
Flow

(L/min)

Absolute
Error

(l/min)

Relative
Error
(%)

Actual
Flow

(L/min)

Absolute
Error

(L/min)

Relative
Error
(%)

Actual
Flow

(L/min)

Absolute
Error

(L/min)

Relative
Error
(%)

Actual
Flow

(L/min)

Absolute
Error

(L/min)

Relative
Error
(%)

1 10.8 11.38 0.58 5.37 11.26 0.46 3.7 11.14 0.34 3.17 10.87 0.07 0.67
1.5 16.2 17.09 0.89 5.49 15.57 0.63 3.9 16.78 0.58 3.56 16.35 0.15 0.92
2 21.6 22.88 1.28 5.93 22.42 0.82 3.7 22.39 0.79 3.65 21.86 0.26 1.21

2.5 27 28.39 1.39 5.2 27.91 0.91 3.4 27.83 0.83 3.09 27.29 0.29 1.06

As shown in Table 2, the flow error of liquid manure controlled by classical PID was
higher than that of BPNN—PID control and GA–BPNN–PID. The PID flow control average
relative error was 5.50%. The maximum absolute error was 0.91 L/min. The average
relative error of the flow controlled by fuzzy PID was 3.67%. The maximum absolute
error was 0.83 L/min. The average relative error of the flow controlled by BPNN-PID
was 3.37%. The maximum absolute error was 0.83 L/min. The average relative error of
GA–BPNN-PID was 0.97%. The maximum absolute error was 0.29 L/min. The experiment
outcomes demonstrated that the relative error of the GA-BPNN-PID on the system flow
control was the smallest. In comparison with PID control, the relative error was reduced
by 4.53 percentage points, and compared with BPNN–PID control, the relative error was
reduced by 2.4 percentage points. The control system exhibited the highest stability.

3.3.2. Variable Control Test

In the variable control test, a data acquisition card was used to collect the angular
velocity sensor data. The square wave signal generated by the angular velocity sensor was
used to calculate the vehicle speed. The gathered square wave signal was installed and
stored through the programmable signal generator. In this test, a programmable signal
generator was used to simulate the electrical signal when speed changed, and the classical
PID, fuzzy PID control, BPNN–PID control, and GA–BPNN–PID control were used for
variable control of liquid manure flow.

In this test, the discharge of liquid manure was determined using a flowmeter. Test
data were noted after system stability. Test results for the liquid manure spreading control
under the condition of vehicle speed change are shown in Figures 17–20. During the
spreading control system, the flow regulation’s average response time with the classical
PID control was 5.02 s, the fuzzy PID control was 4.19 s, the BPNN-PID control was 3.97 s,
and the GA–BPNN–PID control was 2.85 s. These results indicate that the actual response
time of GA–BPNN–PID control was 2.17 s less than that of PID control, 1.34 s less than that
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of fuzzy PID control, and 1.12 s less than that of BPNN–PID control. The GA–BPNN–PID
had the fastest response speed and better flow control stability.

Figure 17. Test results of liquid manure flow by PID control.

Figure 18. Test results of liquid manure flow by fuzzy PID control.
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Figure 19. Test results of liquid manure flow by BPNN–PID control.

Figure 20. Test results of liquid manure flow by GA–BPNN–PID control.

4. Conclusions

In this study, spraying precision control technology was evaluated for use in a traction
liquid manure variable spraying control system, and a control system model was built.
Simulation analysis and tests were carried out for liquid manure flow control under the
classical PID, fuzzy PID, BPNN–PID, and GA–BPNN–PID control modes. The following
conclusions were drawn:

(1) The GA–BPNN–PID optimized the dominant fertilizer system. This family has a
variable-rate fertilizer-spraying control system model. GA–BPNN was used to opti-
mize PID parameters, which enhanced the stability of the control system.
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(2) The negative feedback adjusting procedure of variable-rate liquid manure spraying
control system was studied. The control system was modeled and simulated using
MATLAB. The outcome shows that the response time for classical PID control to
achieve stability was 8.6 s. The response time for fuzzy PID control to achieve stability
was 7.21 s. The response time for BPNN–PID control to achieve stability was 6.97 s.
The response time of GA–BPNN–PID control to achieve stability was 4.68 s. Thus,
GA–BPNN–PID had the shortest response time and best stability.

(3) Our experimental results show that for the variable distribution control system of
liquid manure, the flow average relative error of liquid manure controlled by classical
PID was 5.02%, the flow average relative error of liquid manure controlled by fuzzy
PID was 3.37%, the flow average relative error of liquid manure controlled by BPNN–
PID was 3.10%, and the flow average relative error of liquid manure controlled by
GA–BPNN–PID was 1.07%. The practice response time of classical PID control was
5.02 s, the practice response time of BPNN-PID control was 3.97 s, 1.34 s less than
that of fuzzy PID control, and the practice response time of GA–BPNN–PID control
was 2.85 s. Compared with the classical PID control, the practice response time of
GA–BPNN–PID control was reduced by 2.17 s, and the relative error was reduced by
3.95 percentage points. Compared with BPNN-PID control, the practice response time
was reduced by 1.12 s, and the relative error was reduced by 2.03 percentage points.
Therefore, the practice control effect of GA-BPNN-PID control was the best.

Taken together, the results presented in this study provide a reference for the fertiliza-
tion control of maize in the field.
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